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Commentary

Religious Persecution in the U.S.?

Christians are Fair Game

Although more than 79 percent of people in the United States identify themselves as Christians,
there’s a growing body of evidence that the media and the government, including the military, are
doing their best to turn Americans against Christianity.
TV comedians and shows like The Simpsons regularly mock Christians, and Saturday Night
Live even aired a “comedy” skit recently that depicted Jesus attacking Romans with a machine
gun and slicing a man’s head in half. Can you imagine what would have happened if the skit had
showed Mohammed instead of Jesus? Remember the bloody riots in September 2012 over a YouTube video about Mohammed? Yet no one objects when the media, and even our own government,
disrespect Christian religious figures, as well as anyone who upholds Christian principles.
Sing Oldham, a spokesman for the Southern Baptist Convention, said, “It’s open season on those
who profess personal faith in Jesus Christ and pattern their lives by biblical morality. Evangelical
Christians are treated with contempt and targeted for ridicule.” Even Ira Glass, an atheist and secular
Jew, recently mentioned that Christians are portrayed as, “doctrinaire crazy hothead people.” He went
on to talk about the Christians he knows personally and how they are nothing like the way they’re
portrayed in the media; indicating that Christians are unfairly treated. If you need additional proof,
look no further than NFL quarterback Tim Tebow. Critics couldn’t wait for him to fail, not because of
his football skills, but because they felt uncomfortable with his open displays of religious faith.
There were disturbing reports this summer about the U.S. military turning against Christian
groups that support traditional family values. An Army training instructor gave a presentation to a
Pennsylvania reserve unit about extremist groups like Al Queda and the Ku Klux Klan, but he also
listed Catholics and Evangelical Christians as dangerous extremists. This list was apparently taken
from the website of the Southern Poverty Law Center, which has ties to the radical left. The same
list was referenced in an email sent by a lieutenant colonel at Fort Campbell, Kentucky to his subordinates, warning them to watch out for “hate groups,” including some well-respected Christian
groups like the Family Research Council and the American Family Association.
At Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, a 2011 memo declared that, “No religious
items (i.e., Bibles, reading material, and/or artifacts) are allowed to be given away or used during
a visit” to injured service members. The policy was changed after a Republican lawmaker denounced it in Congress, but what kind of thinking would deny a wounded warrior the comfort of a
Bible, a prayer book or a rosary?
This administration has gone from “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” to the complete opposite end of the
spectrum. In July of this year, the White House opposed an amendment to a National Defense Authorization Act that would have protected religious “actions and speech” in the military because it
might limit commanders’ ability to discipline service members accused of discriminating against
homosexuals. Franklin Graham of Billy Graham’s organization recently wrote, “If we hold up God’s
standards, we are accused of being intolerant. ‘Tolerance’ is one of today’s hot buttons, but in reality
the true and fast-growing ‘intolerance’ is for Christianity—anything that stands for Jesus Christ.”
Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky) pointed out, “There is a war on Christianity, not just from liberal elites
here at home, but worldwide. It angers me to see my tax dollars supporting regimes that put Christians to death for blasphemy against Islam, countries that put to death Muslims who convert to
Christianity and countries who imprison anyone who marries outside their religion.”
I urge you all to pay attention to what’s going on in this country. The media has a valuable role in
this society and if they abuse that role to target a group of people because they don’t agree with their
views, that is discrimination and needs to be stopped. It’s a disease and we have the power to end it.
If you see Christians ridiculed in the media, or politicians allowing anti-Christian measures to
be passed, speak up! Our country, founded on Judeo-Christian values, became the greatest country
in the world. The erosion and mockery of these values, left un-checked, will surely result in the fall
of our great nation.
By Whose Authority?
For more information on my Commentary and to see some of the backup research, or if you wonder why I take the position I take, go to www.LyleBrennan.com.
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Cover Story

Nevada’s
Burgeoning
Technology
Industry
By Jennifer Rachel Baumer

T

he Brookings Report; Unify, Reorganize,
Diversify: An Economic Development
Agenda for Nevada, commissioned by the
Governor’s Office of Economic Development in 2011, identified seven industry
clusters Nevada should develop, specifically naming
the technology and aerospace industries.
In 2013, many in those industries are looking at
and locating in, Nevada.

Tech Comes to Nevada
Technology is a very broad category, covering
crossover industries and specific sectors, and Nevada is seeing growth in a variety of tech areas. In
particular, data centers are looking at Nevada as a
nearly perfect place to locate. The days when companies could put their server in an unused conference room or hall closet are passing as business
owners understand the need to find the best solution
for housing critical infrastructure. Today they look
at purpose-built data centers.

Cover Story | Technology
Data centers, where a large group of
networked computers serve clients with
offsite backup, storage and processing
of data, are attracted to Nevada for three
primary reasons: a lack of natural disasters (locating on an earthquake fault, for
example, isn’t advised), a friendly meteorological climate (temperature is important) and a friendly business climate.
Other benefits in Nevada include a major fiber-optic highway running through
the I-80 corridor, low energy costs, good
employment base – “You can see why it’s
an ideal place to put a data center,” said
Doug Erwin, vice president, entrepreneurial development, Economic Development Authority of Western
Nevada (EDAWN).
Now Apple is building a
data center in Reno, with a
downtown presence. Additionally, NJVC, a government
cloud computing and cyber
security firm, is headed that
way, too. While data centers
may not employ massive numbers, the jobs are high paying.
“Any job that increases average wage is important,” said
Erwin. “One worker making
$80,000 a year has a ripple
effect on other services, and
the credibility of Apple is huge for our
community.”
In Southern Nevada, Switch works
in colocation, connectivity and cloud.
Switch created SUPERNAPS, advanced
technology ecosystems that combine
secure data storage, affordable and fast
connectivity and Internet with uninterrupted up-time. “For us, it’s about creating the total solution for companies to
take advantage of,” said Jason Mendenhall, executive vice president of Switch.
Components of the technology sector are gathering steam on both ends of
the state. The Brookings Report identified aerospace as another technologyintensive industry cluster now doing
well in Northern Nevada, said Dave Archer, president/CEO, Nevada’s Center
for Entrepreneurship and Technology

Doug Erwin
Economic
Development
Authority

(NCET). One of the aerospace companies in Northern Nevada, Digital Solid
State Propulsion, produces products for
rockets.
In addition, the technology industry
cluster has cross-over applications
outside its own sector. A Reno startup,
Pinoccio, created a water sensor to

company with not much more than a
laptop,” said Archer. “Combine that with
the quality of life and the favorable business climate, this is a great place to start
a software company.”
Companies looking for easy access
to the Bay Area, where venture capital
and angel investors are more prevalent,
find Nevada an attractive home because of the lower operating cost environment, recreation opportunities and
quality of life.

Silicon Valley Part II?

So should Nevada be making plans to
be known as the next Silicon
Valley? Probably not.
“The first question is
do we want to be,” said Archer. “I lived in the Bay Area
during the dot com boom and
the dot com bust and so I think
it’s two questions. One, do we
want to be the next Silicon
Valley, and two, can we be.
Do we want to have the housing prices, the traffic congestion, the general craziness that
comes with being Silicon Val- Michael Thomas
ley? Do we want to have the
boom and bust cycle that comes
control irrigation remotely to help with with being Silicon Valley?”
home landscape watering difficulties.
There really is only one Silicon ValThe project translates into sustainable ley. “We don’t have the critical mass of
agriculture applications. SpecTIR is a population density in Northern or Southglobal hyper-spectral and geospatial ern Nevada to support something like
company that works with Nevada mining that, we don’t have Stanford University,
and agricultural industry sectors. Interest we don’t have 30, 40, 50 years of high
in safety systems in mining operations is technology businesses here that fuel Silibringing about technological research at con Valley and vice versa,” said Archer.
the University of Nevada Reno (UNR).
Silicon Valley is currently experienc“There’s absolutely cross-over,” said ing a post-recession boom of sorts, with
Erwin. “There are very few industries lots of start-ups and employees bouncing
where technology doesn’t play a critical from company to company, not staying
role.”
anywhere for long. For companies lookSoftware companies are interested ing for a little more stability from their
in the state because they’re not capital- employees, locating in Nevada might be
intensive businesses; people can move the answer.
or start businesses in Nevada with very
“Typically we find folks who call
little capital investment. “Essentially Northern Nevada home are those indiyou can become a successful software viduals who crave more balance,” said

“The more brand names we can
ensure are moving to the Reno
Tahoe area, like Apple
and Microsoft, the more we
validate that this is a quality
place to do business.”
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Michael Thomas, partner, Noble Studios,
a homegrown web marketing, web application development company. “They
want the ability to work on high caliber
projects, but also access to outdoors and
everybody in the Bay. The traffic, the
congestion, the high cost of living, it all
impacts their ability to take advantage
of the recreation that exists a short drive
away.”
This is why Noble Studios reverseengineered a business model to service
clientele based out of the easily accessible Bay Area with a talent base and
placement just far enough away to obtain
a competitive bubble. Noble can enjoy a
low churn rate, and a high level of talent
that’s more willing to stay put.
“The more brand names we can ensure are moving to the Reno Tahoe area
like, Apple and Microsoft, the more we
validate that this is a quality place to do
business,” said Thomas. “The efforts that
are working now to change our brand

Michael Thomas
Noble Studios

are very important. When we are down
in the Bay Area now and we’re saying
we’re based in the Reno Lake Tahoe
area, I would say six or seven years ago
we would have gotten a lot of quizzical
looks. Now people say, ‘I’ve heard something about that, why are you guys located there?’ We’re able to quickly explain
why for our business model it makes
sense, and we get a lot of nods.”

Global Bound
Nevada tech companies are playing in
the global tech arena. Switch is located
in Nevada for the exact reasons the state

is perfect for data centers – business
friendly tax and corporate climate, technology friendly meteorological climate,
geography that’s pretty much natural
disaster-free, and connectivity. In 2004,
the company acquired the former Enron
facility, a connectivity hub unrivaled for
speed and reliability. Switch now owns
the most technologically advanced telecommunications network consortium in
the country, according to Mendenhall.
“This network redundancy and reliability allows us to optimize our company’s
solutions throughout the world.” Switch
also developed Combined Ordering Retail Ecosystem, or C.O.R.E., a cloud cube
business exchange where 40 cloud and
technology providers exist in one place
to provide unique tech solutions. Clients
utilizing Switch technology who also
have a presence in Nevada, include EBay,
DreamWorks, Cisco and Zappos.com.
Noble Studios lists clients such as
Google, Autodesk, EBay and Barnes &
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©2013
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Noble. For Cobalt Data Centers located
in Southern Nevada, the planets are
aligning as telecommunications improve
dramatically in Southern Nevada and the
region has one of the newest electrical
grids in a major U.S. city. Coupled with
ease of access through a world-class airport for a global clientele and Las Vegas
is the right time and place for Cobalt’s
secure, high-density, network-rich collocation center, indicates Jeff Brown,
president of Cobalt.
It’s also the place people want to live
and, in many cases, live/work/play. The
axiom many cities spoke of hopefully at
the beginning of the century is becoming reality as downtowns draw residents
who want cultural diversity, entertainment, a great place to live and a high
tech job, and want it all in one place. Las
Vegas’ downtown project, furthered by
Zappos.com’s CEO Tony Hsieh, is creating a vibrant, energetic, technologically
advanced downtown revitalization that’s

12
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The Human Component
Jeff Brown
Cobalt Data Centers

drawing people from all over the country to locate in Southern Nevada. In turn,
those people are developing innovative
new businesses.
“Technology workers are interested
in vibrancy of community and what are
the other things going on in places they
choose to live,” said Erwin. “That’s one
area Reno can excel right now. We have
a cultural renaissance going on with the
arts and Burning Man and the local food
scene, all those things add to a community and quality of life and more technology workers value that highly. That
makes it a great place to live.”

Nevada is unique in having both high
unemployment rates and an environment
in which employers can’t always find the
skilled workers they need. In part, that’s
due to the disconnect resulting from the
recent recession – many unemployed
workers in Nevada are coming from
construction, entertainment and gaming
professions and the new economy jobs
being created are part of a much more
technology-oriented workplace.
Training and home-growing the workforce to meet the needs of new technology could mean more jobs for Nevadans
and benefit the local economy. A $2.2
million grant from the U.S. Economic
Development Administration for the
renovation of the Truckee Meadows
Community College (TMCC) IGT Applied Technology Center was recently
awarded.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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“It’s the coolest place on Earth,” Archer said about the center. “It has labs for
every type of technology you can think
of, those things on the cutting edge of
workforce development.”
For employers relocating, expanding
or starting up new tech divisions in Nevada, TMCC works with EDAWN and
Department of Employment, Training
and Rehabilitation (DETR) to design
curriculum for students and train local

Dave Archer
Nevada’s Center for
Entrepreneurship and
Technology (NCET)

workforce for high tech jobs. Internships put top students to work getting
real-world knowledge, and creating a
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workforce for employers to recruit from,
according to Dr. Maria Sheehan, president, TMCC. Employers looking for employees with specific skills, rather than
degrees, can find customized training.
Data centers have had no challenges
finding technology workers, said Erwin; with students graduating from
UNR and leaving the community, we
still need more high tech companies
in town. “We definitely have the skills,
but not a critical mass of companies,”
said Erwin. “But if you’re trying to hire
software engineers, it’s complicated
no matter where you are in the world.
Those skills are in such high demand,
they’re hard to fill.”
Michael Thomas said Northern Nevada is strong for entry level positions
from the university and community college. Given the quality of life and lifestyle Northern Nevada offers, if companies can’t hire locally they can likely
find someone who wants to move to the
state.
More draws for technology-oriented
companies looking at Northern Nevada
include the Reno Collective. Founded
four years ago, the Reno Collective offers co-working space to a maximum of
70 software developers, writers, photographers, videographers and designers where they can interact, freelance,
work with remote clients and hone their
skills.
“We’re seeing two things happen,”
said Colin Loretz, founder of the Collective. “People growing locally into
companies – a lot of freelancers are
teaming up with other freelancers and
starting cool companies that are hiring
more people, so we’re seeing organic
growth locally. Then we’re seeing people who are moving out of California or
San Francisco where rents are skyrocketing and they’re moving here and starting two to five man shops. Those jobs
are very high skilled, high paying jobs,
and people have moved here to have
more disposable income in the economy
and the ability to hire more people and
grow businesses here in Nevada.”
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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In Southern Nevada, Switch has created the inNEVation Center to help
support economic diversification in
Nevada. The brain-child of CEO and
founder Rob Roy, Switch’s inNEVation
Center hosts industry events and provides meeting and co-working space
as well as executive suites and space
for corporate headquarter development.
The mission of the center is to “boost
and diversify Nevada’s economy by providing startups access to the world-renowned SUPERNAPS and their collaborative ecosystems.” The 65,000 square
foot center is located in the Las Vegas
Digital Exchange Campus (LVDEC).

cities like Boise and be strong and not
try to recreate Silicon Valley, but pick
areas of excellence where we can be
sure we have the right type of workforce
for support and do everything we can to
keep a positive business environment.
Then I think our success will come
naturally versus trying to recreate what
made the Silicon Valley what it was.
If we chart our own course, I think we
will be more successful.”

In Brief
The Clark County Medical Society is running a
mini-internship program from October 7th to
the 17th. Business and community leaders
are invited to participate in the program which
includes the opportunity to shadow a doctor
for a day. The goal of the program is to expose
the concerns of physicians through first-hand
experience for business leaders. Information
can be found at clarkcountymedical.org.

The Next Wave
So what’s next? In terms of the next
big technology, the crystal ball is fuzzy.
But in terms of Nevada technology,
growth is in the works.
Switch isn’t ready to name names, but
new clients are heading into the ecosystem, and there are expansion plans underway that should have a positive effect on the economy.
Cobalt is gearing up to build its next
phase, which means construction jobs
in Southern Nevada.
Noble Studios, which has rapidly
grown its business in recent years, is
looking at power social marketing networks being used to drive true ROI and
marketing perspective as the company
continues to grow.
NCET is rolling out a series of
monthly luncheons focusing on technology for small businesses and issues
tech business owners deal with daily
and didn’t have to think about five years
ago. In addition, jellies, or monthly coworking events, provide opportunities
for programmers and developers to interact with each other, creating an atmosphere for serendipity and synergy
in the Nevada tech world.
“I don’t necessarily think we should
be the next anything,” said Thomas. “I
think we should define ourselves similar to Austin and emerging technology
October 2013
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Feature Story

Franchising
A Rapid-Growth
Business Model

By Doresa Banning

S

ince 1985, Reno-headquartered franchisor, Port of Subs
Inc., has sold licenses to entrepreneurs to independently own
and operate its made-freshto-order sandwich shops, in accordance
with the brand and the parent companies’
wishes. Today, the corporation has 108
franchisees in addition to 35 of its own
16
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locations, spread throughout the western
U.S., and it continues to expand. Mike
Powell, the president, attributes Port of
Subs’ success to the business’ operating
model that ‘ensures longevity and profitability,’ perfected by the founder John
Larsen; its strong product; a market segment with broad appeal; and its franchisees and their commitment.

“When you have that franchisor-franchisee relationship, it’s very much like
a marriage,” Powell added. “There are
things that both parties should do. As long
as each does what they’re supposed to do,
then you have a pretty good relationship.
If one or the other does something they
shouldn’t do, it will provide strain on that
relationship.”
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Franchising has proven to work well with
certain types of businesses, like those in the
restaurant, lodging and retail industries.
Think McDonald’s, Super 8 and U-Haul.
But it also fits nicely with some service businesses, such as home healthcare (Comfort
Keepers), tax preparation (H&R Block), hair
cutting (Great Clips), house cleaning (Merry
Maids) and more, said Matthew Kreutzer,
attorney and partner at Armstrong Teasdale
who specializes in franchise and distribution law. He maintains a franchising blog
and works out of the firm’s Las Vegas office.
Along with Port of Subs, some of
Nevada-based franchisors include: USwirl—frozen yogurt (Henderson), ActionCoach—business coaching (Las Vegas), Sunset Tan—tanning (Las Vegas),
Tutoring Club—academic tutoring (Henderson) and Kaia F.I.T.—women’s fitness
boot camps (Carson City).
However, franchising—“the franchise
relationship and the act of selling and growing a network through licensees, through

Matthew Kreutzer
Armstrong Teasdale

franchisees,” according to Kreutzer, isn’t
ideal for every company. Certainly, the
executives of numerous chains like Starbucks, OfficeMax and Target have opted
out, choosing instead to pursue growth internally and retain ownership and management of each of their locations.
Additionally, not all franchise systems
can survive, particularly if the market becomes oversaturated with one business
type.
“It’s not easy. Many times they
(franchisees)
are
underfinanced,
understaffed and not as knowledgeable as
they should be,” said Debbie Shwetz, the
co-founder and co-owner with Dena Tripp

of Nothing Bundt Cakes, a Las Vegas
franchising company that sells handmade
bundt cakes of various sizes, from bitesized “Bundtinis” to tiered cakes.
Shwetz and Tripp initially were hesitant to pursue franchising.
“We were a little afraid of it, afraid of
the investment, afraid of the fact that we
didn’t know anything about it, how to do it
and we were afraid of the litigation side of
it,” Shwetz said. “But we were very interested in growing the company with people
who were interested in it.”
So the two researched it voraciously and
hired a franchising consulting firm, The
iFranchise Group, in Chicago, to help them
establish it correctly. Nothing Bundt Cakes,
launched in 1998, opened its first franchise
in 2007 in Poway, Calif. Today, six years
later, it has 70 open locations throughout the
U.S. and another 33 signed and in progress.
“Isn’t it amazing to think we started
in our kitchen, and here we are?” Shwetz
asked.
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Starting the Relationship
Prospective franchisees typically are
people who are aware of and like a particular
brand or concept, Kreutzer said. They may
be a customer or know a franchisee. Other
ways of connecting are through brokers and
lead generators.
Finding quality leads is the biggest problem for the Las Vegas-based, dog training
company, Sit Means Sit. Although founded
by CEO Fred Hassen in 1998, the company
didn’t become a franchisor until 2009. Previously, it had offered its associates a oneyear, merchandise license agreement. According to company executives, they switched to franchising because they believed
it afforded more value both to
the individual business owner
and the parent company. In four
years, Sit Means Sit expanded to
77 home-based franchises in 29
states and one in Canada.
“We can sell anybody, we
can teach anybody and we can
help anybody be successful; but
we need a quality person to start
with,” said Alfredo Rivera, the
president. “If we get a quality
lead, it’s great.”
It’s difficult for franchisors to find in a
prospective franchisee a balance between an
entrepreneurial spirit, the desire to develop
and operate a successful business, along with
a commitment to following the required systems and procedures.
“That’s the toughest challenge,” Powell
said, “marrying the two strengths and ending up with a franchisee that is really good
at both things. If you get somebody who is a
little too far one way or the other, inherently
you’ll have some struggles.”
The next steps for an entrepreneur opening their own franchise vary from company
to company. Typically, though, the franchisor
finds a way to gauge the prospective franchisee’s interest, and if substantial, may require
some type of pre-qualification process followed by providing the candidate with company information.

Franchisees also will pay a franchise, or
royalty, fee to their franchisor. These can be
structured differently, but most often, it’s a
Alfredo Rivera
percentage, typically between 4 and 10 perSit Means Sit
cent, of the franchisee’s gross revenue. They
also usually pay an advertising fee, again,
generally a percentage, 1 to 2 percent, of
gross revenue.
With Sit Means Sit, for example, a proSubsequently, the franchisor gives the
lead a franchise disclosure document, which spective franchisee pays a non-refundable
describes the investment and contains the $1,500 deposit when the parties agree on a
franchise agreement. Port of Subs’ inch-thick trade area, essentially the zip code in which
document, for instance, contains everything the person lives, Rivera said. Then the comfrom corporate financial information to costs pany runs background and credit checks and,
if acceptable, creates a license agreement.
for building new restaurants.
Once the contract is signed, the
franchisee pays $15,000 (minus
the $1,500 deposit) before heading to Hassen’s training school.
The franchise license is good for
10 years, and the franchisee pays
a monthly royalty of $500 for that
duration.
Finally, the franchisees undergo training, which can last
anywhere from three days to a
month to learn how to operate
the business, Kreutzer said. Port
of Subs, for instance, mandates
- Debbie Shwetz
that two individuals receive training,
four
weeks
for the primary operator and
“It’s a very complicated and in-depth
document, but it provides a prospective fran- two weeks for a second person. The entire
chisee hopefully what they need to know in franchise establishment process, from initial
order to try to make an informed business inquiry to opening, can take only months or,
if it involves constructing a new building, up
decision,” Powell said.
By law, the recipient has 14 calendar days to 18 months or longer.
to review that disclosure document before either party can move forward, Kreutzer said.
The Pros and Cons
The next steps involve signing the contract, which tend to be complex; agreeing
Franchising allows the franchisor to grow
on an existing or new location (if applicable) their brand or concept rapidly, without the
and the franchisee paying the required fees, capital and overhead required to add companot necessarily in that order.
ny-owned locations—the primary advantage.
Fees differ among companies, as do the
“The franchisee has to come up with the
times at which the franchisee pays them. The cash,” Powell said. “From a brand building
initial franchise fee is what the prospective standpoint, let’s open restaurants. From a
franchisee pays to get started in the business, capital standpoint, it is a much less intensive
Kreutzer said. It usually ranges from $20,000 project.”
and $40,000, with most around $30,000.
For Sit Means Sit, the greatest advanOther upfront fees might be required, say, for tage is having a captive audience for the
initial inventory or even training.
company’s merchandise—dog training

“If you choose the right
people, you’re working with
really smart people who make
improvements to your concept.
That’s really fun.”
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equipment, collars, accessories, apparel
and more—its greatest revenue generator,
Rivera said.
Another plus is the influx into the company of people with specific knowledge and
experience, say, involvement in a particular
community, who can help grow the brand.
“If you choose the right people, you’re
working with really smart people who
make improvements to your concept,”
Shwetz said. “That’s really fun.”
For franchisees, association with a
parent company offers a proven concept
and instant brand recognition and allows
them to be part of a company they love.
The franchisee doesn’t have to start the
business from scratch, figuring out how to
run it most efficiently and doesn’t have to
go it alone. Franchisors, in general, teach
them what they need to know and provide
ongoing assistance, often in the form of
marketing, additional training, seminars,
conference calls, annual meetings and
the like. Franchisees also have an existing network of co-franchisees with whom
they can seek or share advice and information and collaborate.
“Good franchise systems have spent
years and years and years perfecting the
way they do business to maximize profit
and maximize business,” Kreutzer said.
“It may be very well worth it to you to
be taught all the lessons they’ve learned,
so you don’t have to learn them yourself.
There is a value proposition there.”
Opening a franchise is less risky than
a new business startup.
“That’s the primary reason that somebody who wants to go into business for
themselves but not by themselves,” Powell
said. “That’s the primary reason to associate yourself with a great franchise concept.”
Some franchise systems like Sit Means
Sit allow their franchisees some degree of
autonomy while working within the parameters the franchisor dictates. For instance, the dog training company allows
its franchisees to set their own prices and
get creative with their marketing materials
like fliers and videos as long as they incorporate the required information and graphics and obtain franchisor approval.

Debbie Shwetz
Nothing Bundt Cakes

“It’s been very beneficial for the success of our business,” Rivera said. “[The
franchisees] really like it a lot more.”

On the other hand, franchising has its
downsides. For the franchisor, limited
control over each location is one.
“You will have the ability to ensure that
your quality standards are maintained, but
you can’t be everywhere at once,” Kreutzer
said. “You have to be able to cede some of
that control to other people.”

Continues on page 36
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Terry Shirey: Everybody has summed it up
pretty well, especially industry-wide economic challenges like net interest margin.
It’s more acute here in Nevada because historically there’s been such a reliance on real
estate for the economy, and especially for
banks.
John Wilcox: The pressures on the margins
are huge and finding ways to replace that is
huge. There’s uncertainty – not just for us
but for all of our clients – trying to determine how to plan their future and how to
respond to a future that’s uncertain. It’s a
challenging environment.

T

he past several years have
brought many changes to the
banking industry including
new security threats, a distressed market and changing
customer expectations. Nevertheless, the
industry works to push through these issues and carry on into the future. Recently, executives representing banking met
at the Las Vegas offices of City National
Bank to discuss what the future of banking looks like and the lessons learned
from the past.
Connie Brennan, publisher and CEO of
Nevada Business Magazine served as moderator for the event. These monthly roundtables are designed to bring together leaders
to discuss issues relevant to their industries.
Following is a condensed version of the
roundtable discussion.

What is the biggest
challenge this
industry faces?
Reed Radosevich: Besides compliance and
a new regulatory environment, the biggest
challenge for most institutions is a low-interest rate environment because it compresses
the margin on foreign deposits.
John Guedry: In addition, slow job recovery
has really held the economy back.
22
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Ryan Sullivan: Sustainability and continued

profitability are probably the biggest challenges for the industry for a variety of reasons.
James York: The recovery of the economy
is definitely a challenge given the fact that
there was a lot of real estate lending in the
past; the regulators are still very controlling
about that.
William Uffelman: My job is keeping the association afloat. It’s these guys that are under pressure and the association is under the
same pressures. Coming up in the November
2014 elections is a so-called legislation initiative, a margins tax. The banking industry
has the privilege of kicking in the first $5
million in year one to get the state geared up
to begin collecting the margins tax. I’m on
the team of folks who are coordinating that
position. It’s not that we’re opposed to funding education, but a margins tax in that bill
is the wrong way to go. Then on the other
side there is all the regulatory issues and the
foreclosure environment here in the state,
particularly in Southern Nevada.
John Sullivan: I would have to agree, it’s the
net interest margins and the regulatory environment [that are challenging], especially the
uncertainty. The things that we would like to
do, we don’t want to do because we don’t know
what the rules will be in 2014 or 2015. Those
affect the industry as a whole and they’re a
subset of challenges depending on the size of
the institution within the industry itself.

How does the health
of the industry
compare to last year?
Arvind Menon: Things are marginally better this year than last year. What we’re also
seeing is there is more competition. More
banks are willing to lend now, and it’s getting aggressive. Pricing has become a challenge especially for community banks,
where cost of funds is higher than a regional
or national bank. But I think conditions are a
little better. I wouldn’t go out and claim that
things are so great but I think it’s slightly
better. We’re all optimists, that’s why we’re
here. We expect the next year to be better.
Wilcox: And “better” is a relative term, you
know, it’s not going to be pre-2007. Marginal is the key word. It’s not going to be a leap.
It’s going to be a slow creep up, but we’re
seeing signs of life. There are people that
are starting to think about reinvesting and
that’s a good thing. Real estate prices have
certainly helped a bit but it’s going to be a
slow, steady growth.
Radosevich: The increase in real estate values over the last year have certainly helped
in being able to refinance and restructure
some real estate-secured loans. That has
worked in the banks’ favor.
Shirey: I think what’ll be interesting is
what’s going to happen to loan demand
as interest rates rise. We’ve all been fighting over deals as people are refinancing
into lower cost debt. As rates begin to rise,
what’s going to happen to that activity?
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Has the image of the
banking industry
improved?
Guedry: In part, the rhetoric that we heard
in the national news daily, where everything that went wrong in the economy was
blamed on the bankers, was a really broadbrushed stroke of anybody in the financial
services sector. Most of the problems that
occurred were in the investment banking
world and Wall Street. Commercial banks,
the community banks, the credit unions – if
you were a financial services company you
were lumped in with that and the media just
jumped all over it. Certainly the politicians
weren’t raising their hand taking credit for it,
but they were a big part of it as well.
Ryan Sullivan: We’re climbing out of that
though. We obviously took a reputational hit
in terms of the industry in the past several
years. But it’s really returned to the basis of
what we do, which is still the role as a trusted

advisor with our clients and not necessarily
focusing on transaction by transaction, but
looking at a more long-term approach.

Is finding qualified
borrowers still an issue?
Guedry: It’s not just a matter of finding qual-

ified borrowers, it’s finding borrowers that
are interested in borrowing. Right now many
business owners are in the same holding pattern we’re in. They’re waiting for something
on the horizon to show some signs of sustainable improvement.
Radosevich: We still see a lot of borrowers
and businesses de-leveraging, so demand has
picked up modestly in certain industries and
sectors and not just across the board.
John Sullivan: One thing that we have
seen with borrowers and loan demand is
that they’re much more realistic these days,
They days of 80 percent loan-to-value going
in are gone. Now, at least at our bank, it’s
in the 50 to 60 percent range, which is much

better for the bank and certainly takes the
heat off of us from the regulatory reviews.
Expectations are more realistic. [Borrowers] don’t go into a bank expecting 100 percent financing or 90 or 80. They’re much
more reasonable with what they expect and
they’re concerned about becoming over-leveraged again and suffering the fate of their
predecessors.

Have regulations and
Federal oversight
eased up at all?
Uffelman: Depends on the status of your bank.
Gene Galloway: Over the last four or five
years the regulators have been nothing but
fair with us. Hard? Yeah, [but] normally for
the right reasons. In defense of the regulators,
they’re getting tremendous pressure from the
political people and I think that’s where the
disconnect is. They’re in a no-win situation
and we in our industry have to work with
them to make them look better. If they’re
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too loose, we pay the price, but if they’re too
harsh we pay the price. It’s really a partnership; I don’t think a lot of people historically
have looked at that.

How big of an issue
is security with new
technologies coming
out daily?
Ryan Sullivan: The rate of change in technology just seems like it is increasing exponentially so that is an issue on the risk side
and potential losses and fraud is a multibillion dollar cost to the economy. But, it
also presents an opportunity. We’ve found
ways to increase productivity and efficiency
and deliver services. Even for small banks,
there is available lines of technology that
just didn’t exist a few years ago.
Uffelman: I’m on the attorney general’s cyber crime task force. You sit in there with
the computer experts and law enforcement’s
computer people and it just scares the beeje-

ezus out of you. Everybody spends a lot of
time [working on this]. The small business
man that uses Quickbooks and Gmail or has
a website, they aren’t doing that. The ability
of the bad guys is to introduce something
into his system that doesn’t affect his system

but now he talks to the bank. And, welcome
aboard. [Businesses have] got to keep up with
software, spyware, all of the protection systems. If they have questions, talk to the bank.
Galloway: You have to take them seriously
and I don’t think a lot of small businesses do.
Guedry: One of the areas we all deal with is
attempting to stay a step ahead and add new
protections for the customer. Some of those
create inconveniences; password replacements and signing on to systems and limitations that they have and customers get frustrated by that. We try to explain to them,
this is for their protection. Unfortunately,
not everybody is doing the same level of
diligence in protecting the customer. They
go find somebody that isn’t and that’s when
they expose themselves. One of the things
we try to remind customers is, even though
this is not as convenient or as simple to use
as you’d like it to be, there is a reason for it,
we’re trying to protect your data, your accounts, your money.
Wilcox: Our job is to be a trusted advisor;
all of us try to do that. This is one of those
areas where it’s really critical. It may be a
little bit clunkier but it’s for your benefit. Our
job is to advise you on what’s best for you
and your business. It may chip into that service level because you have to change your
password multiple times. It may mean you
need to update your security systems. It may
mean you need to question your employees
and colleagues from time to time. That’s the
nature of the world that we live in. If we’re
paying attention, we’re changing them frequently. We’re asking about transactions that
don’t make sense and are willing to question
anybody. Your team, the bank. That seems
arduous to some folks.
Galloway: If we don’t do that and they do
lose money, they’re going to call us and say,
you lost my money.

Is staffing an issue?
Menon: We lose people every once in a
while for whatever reason, they move across
the street or the commute is long, whatever
it is, people change for different reasons. It’s
Continues on page 33
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Continued from page 24
not always because they’re unhappy with
their current employer, it’s just things have
changed. It’s a lot harder now to get people
to move. I’m sure all of us feel the same way.
There was a time when you hired somebody
and they’d say, “Oh, I can bring a $20 million
book of business with me” and then I’d get
about $15 or $18 million of that twenty. Not
anymore; today you cannot count on it.
Ryan Sullivan: I thing the challenge from a
staffing, personnel aspect, is we’re competing over good, quality relationship bankers
but what’s that next wave? Who are going to
be the next generation of bankers that are going to take over? We know that it’s highly
regulated, that we’ve taken a reputation hit
over the past couple of years. Who are the
people that are coming out of college that
really are excited about becoming a commercial banker? That’s the challenge as an
industry we’re all going to have to overcome.
York: From a small banker’s perspective on
hiring issues, we don’t need that many senior people and compliance people, we just
need a couple; they’ve been available for us
to hire. What I have found on the lower level,
when you’re looking for new accounts and
tellers and those type of positions that what
I’m getting are a lot of resumes from senior
people. They want to come in as a teller, new
accounts or lower level position and are way
over qualified. It just doesn’t work out when
you hire somebody that’s used to working at
this level and now you need them working at
this level, it’s not a good mix. It didn’t work
out and we’re back on the street looking. Our
challenge has been more at the entry level.

Will the industry be in
a better position this
time next year?
Radosevich: Marginally.
Ryan Sullivan: There is cause for cautious
optimism now. There’s been moderate improvements. We still have a lot of work to do
for the industry and the economy as a whole.
But, we’re going to see some year over year
improvements in the next few years.

York: We’re better this year than we were
last year and next year we’ll be better. But,
it is a slow crawl.
Galloway: You’ve got two issues. You’ve
got a macro banking environment, record
earnings. Then you’ve got Nevada, a micro banking environment still struggling.
We’re evolving here. You’re not going to get
all the construction jobs back and you’re replacing the same number of jobs with lower

earning wages. That has a trickle down impact. There are a lot of macro and micro
issues going on.
York: That’s very true. Wall Street has recovered much quicker than we have. Main Street
has been really slow [to recover] and that’s
where the jobs need to be created and are going
to be created. We know that the GDP is driven
75 to 80 percent by small businesses. Wall
Street doesn’t lend to those guys, we do.

We don’t
rest on best.
Best Private Bank

2009 | 2010 | 2011 | 2012

The Financial Times Group has recognized Northern Trust for being the
Best Private Bank in the U.S. for four years running. But rather than rest on
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Responsible Investing as well. To learn more about our client-focused
approach and award-winning technology, call Reed Radosevich at
702-304-6800 or visit us at northerntrust.com/best.
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Around the State

UNR Establishes New Minor for
College of Engineering
The University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) has combined
the studies of robotics, computer science and mechanical design by establishing a minor in Unmanned Autonomous Systems (UAS) in the
College of Engineering. A UAS is defined
as a high-tech, intelligent machine capable of
traveling by air, land or sea without a human crew on
board. The school expects the minor, which researchers, professors and
students at UNR have been involved with for some time, to contribute to
economic growth and workforce development as well as spearhead the
effort for an interdisciplinary center for UAS in Nevada.

Nevada Celebrates 150 Years as a State
This year’s Nevada day, October 31st will mark the beginning of Nevada’s
sesquicentennial celebration. On October 31st, 1864, Nevada became the 36th
state to enter the union of the United States of America. A special committee,
Nevada150, has been formed to plan a year-long celebration of the 150th birthday
of the Silver State. Plans include community based and signature events, exhibits,
a new license plate and a signature medallion made from Nevada silver.
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DRI Green Boxes
Return to Classrooms
in Nevada
The Desert Research Institute (DRI) has revitalized its science box program from the
early 1990’s and renamed it “Green Boxes”.
The science kits provide educators with free
resources and two to three weeks worth of
instruction on topics including water conservation, renewable energy systems and
recycling. The boxes are available through
DRI’s “GreenPower School” program and
are currently available for grades 2-5 and
9-12. DRI is preparing over a dozen additional topics that will be made available to
grades K-12 and will be
distributed to public, private and
home school
classrooms in
Nevada.
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Continued from page 19
Sometimes franchisors choose people
who don’t work out to be ideal franchisees.
Sometimes franchisees sue their franchisor.
The legal fees required just to keep the franchise system operating can be steep.
For franchisees, having to follow the
rules set by the parent company can be

cumbersome, especially for those with an
entrepreneurial spirit. Oftentimes, franchisees can’t express individuality to the
extend they would prefer. Shwetz said
sometimes Nothing Bundt Cakes franchisees get disillusioned with how long the
company takes to roll out a new product
or sometimes they want to sell something
they think would work in their particular region, but it’s not ideal for the entire
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system because customers expect consistency from a brand.
“There are just times when the franchisor says no, and the franchisor has that
right,” she added. “That can be frustrating
for the franchisee because they’ve invested the time and the money.”
Another disadvantage is being limited
to a certain region, as is the case with Sit
Means Sit. A franchisee can’t operate
outside of their trade area if it’s owned
by another franchisee. They must pass on
any referrals for that area to the rightful
franchisee.
Today, franchise systems face tight
capital markets, and getting a loan remains difficult, Powell said. This inhibits
franchisors’ and franchisees’ ability to
grow.
The Affordable Care Act and the related costs about to kick in also are having an impact, causing franchisors to be
cautious about growth until they know
how their bottom lines ultimately will
be impacted. “It gives [the franchisor]
cause to slow down and say, okay, the
financial model may be different next
year or in 2015, 2016 or later,” Powell
added.
Despite the inherent and external
challenges, however, business owners
like Nothing Bundt Cakes’ Shwetz enjoy
franchising.
“I love the challenge of it,” she said. “I
love the industry. But I really, really love
the people.”

steFAnie JAY

FoX5 Las veGas

The Bureau of Land Management
has scheduled an auction for January 16, 2014 to sell 28 local parcels
totaling 440 acres in Southern
Nevada. This is the second largest offering since November 2005.
Sealed bids can be received as soon
as December 30th but no later than
January 10th for the land.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Health insurance options for my
employees? A tax credit for me?
I can work with that.

The Nevada Health Link Small Business Health Options
Program (SHOP) gives you, the small business owner,
the ability to make side-by-side comparisons of quality
health plans so you can choose plans that best fit your
budget. It also gives your employees the ability to choose
within the plans you select, allowing them to make decisions
based on their needs, and allowing you to retain the best
and brightest employees. Plus, it is the only resource where
qualified employers can receive tax credits for providing
quality insurance plans to their employees –
and that’s good for business.
Visit NevadaHealthLink.com today to learn more,
or ask your insurance broker or agent about your
options through the SHOP.

Plans are available for purchase now.
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Can Hollywood
be ‘Caged’ in Nevada?
Film-tax credit drew big-name supporters,
but has shaky track record

H

e began: “My name is Nicolas Cage, and I am an
American filmmaker.”
On May 7th of this year, Cage appeared before a
legislative committee to ask it to implement a filmtax credit in the State of Nevada. He argued that
the lack of these tax credits was the only thing holding back a
deluge of producers coming into the Silver State to build movie
studios and film movies. “Pretty much everyone wants to come
to Nevada to make a movie,” he said, “[but] Senate Bill 165
needs to pass for it to make sense for people to want to film at
a Nevada studio.”
After a series of amendments, Senate Bill 165 ultimately
created a transferable film-tax credit worth up to 19 percent
of total production costs. The credits can be applied against
most gaming or business tax liabilities in Nevada. Moreover,
film producers who receive one of these tax credits can sell the
credit on the secondary market to a corporate entity who could
use the tax credit.
Other states have enacted similar transferable film-tax
credits, and an online exchange has even been launched for
investors and speculators to trade those credits in a national
secondary market. Typically, the final recipient who intends to
use the credit will acquire it for 70 to 85 cents on the dollar.
Selling the film-tax credit is supposed to allow film producers to acquire up-front capital to get productions off the ground
— while also allowing Nevada businesses to pay slightly less
in taxes.
There’s a catch, however. The amount of credit to be awarded to film producers far exceeds the actual tax liability these
producers will owe. That means the film-tax credit is essentially a financial bribe from Silver State taxpayers for film producers to shoot movies in Nevada.
Advocates, however, argue that states offering such incentives receive far more in return than they give up. The credits,
they say, induce filmmakers to hire Nevada workers and also
have a positive impact on tourism. “People see a movie and
want to go to the place it was shot,” says Cage, “That happened
with the Lord of the Rings. Everyone went to New Zealand
after that movie.”
Unfortunately, however, the actual record of transferable
film-tax credits in other states tells a different story.
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Take Louisiana, which Cage and others cite as an example
of how film-tax credits work. In 1992, Louisiana became the
first state to begin offering tax credits for “investment losses in
films with substantial Louisiana content.” And, to the extent
that public subsidies for money-losing films was the goal, the
credit has been wildly successful. Cage himself starred in a
2012 film shot in New Orleans that, under Hollywood accounting, lost millions, but was able to offset these losses with state
tax credits. The film, “Stolen,” was estimated to cost $35 million, but was reported as grossing only $304,318.
The Louisiana tax credit has not produced the fiscal or economic benefits originally promised to the Pelican State’s lawmakers. Reviewing the impact of the credit, nonpartisan legislative staff in 2005 found that it creates a net loss for the state’s
budget — even after accounting for any multiplier effects and
additional employment created by the film industry. For each
of the years 2006 through 2011, the Legislative Fiscal Office
estimated that the credit would result in a net loss to the general
fund of at least $48 million.
In Ohio, an analysis of that state’s film-tax credit performed
by Cleveland State University’s Center for Economic Development
reached similar conclusions: Only $5.9 million of the $28.3 million
awarded in tax credits has returned to the state in the form of additional revenue. In other words, Ohio loses 79 cents on the dollar.
In North Carolina, legislative fiscal staff found that $30.3 million in film-tax credits were claimed in 2011. “Under the most plausible assumptions,” report staff, “the film credit likely attracted 55
to 70 new jobs to North Carolina in 2011 … The film credit created
290 to 350 fewer jobs than would have been created through an
across-the-board tax reduction of the same magnitude.”
After an initial enthusiasm among lawmakers during the
2000s for film-tax credits, findings such as these are inducing
many states to roll back their film-tax credits. Nevertheless,
even amidst this national retrenchment, Nevada lawmakers decided to allocate up to $20 million annually for film-tax credits
over the next four years.
When the credit expires in 2018, lawmakers should think
twice before renewing it.

Geoffrey Lawrence is deputy policy director at the Nevada
Policy Research Institute.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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How did you first get into
your profession?
My grandfather started the organic
tea movement in the 1920’s
followed by my dad. We were all
raised in the tea farms in Darjeeling
and tea was an integral part of our
lifestyle. We started tea parties at
the age of 2 and would pick our very
own fresh tea leaves from the farm
and watch my mom boil the water
and brew a perfect tea for us. So, I
didn’t know any better. Tea is in my
blood.

How did you first get into
your profession?
I work for Western Nevada College on
a grant-funded program to diversify,
expand and increase recognition for the
contributions of Nevada agriculture. I
am an event manager by trade and first
started working with farmers 10 years
ago when I was an event manager for the
City of Sparks and managed the state’s
largest farmers market. The rest is history.

How did you first get into
your profession?
I was inspired to enter the legal field
after hearing stories from my American
born-grandparents, both U.S. Citizens,
who were interned during World War
II at a Japanese internment camp in
Idaho. I was optimistic that if one day
I became a lawyer, I could be the voice
for those who were unable to speak
for themselves.

What do you like most and least
about your industry?
Agriculture is a complex and fascinating
industry, and farmers and ranchers are
some of the smartest, most down-toearth people I have had the pleasure to
work with. I am continually frustrated
by the lack of recognition the industry
receives for its economic and social
contributions. You are what you eat, and
the best food grows closest to home.

What business advice would
you give someone just starting
in your industry?
It is very important to get involved in
community and civic organizations, not
just because it may lead to business
relationships, but more importantly
because it is the right thing to do. I
am very fortunate that my firm has
supported me in my efforts to take
a leadership role with the Asian Bar
Association at both the local and
national levels, including having
been a co-founder and president
of the Asian Bar Association of Las
Vegas (ABALV) and having served in
various officer/board positions for the
National Asian Pacific American Bar
Association (NAPABA)

What business advice would you
give someone just starting in your
industry?
Do your homework of the industry,
trends in the marketplace, players,
source of ingredients and identify
a void that is not currently being
served in the industry and tea
category. There are too many
varieties of commodity type tea
flavors like English Breakfast, Green
Tea, etc. and what is lacking in the
industry is something unique, potent
and creative that can deliver a
mouth watering flavor profile with a
multitude of health benefits.

What business advice would
you give someone just starting
in your industry?
Learn as much as you can. Do not let
fear of failure deter you from trying new
things, and be willing to “take the road
less traveled.”
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Resurgence in
the Market
By Howard Riell

C

ommercial builders and developers in Nevada are moving ahead – not as robustly
as they would like, to be sure
– with projects in a variety of

segments.
John Restrepo, the principal of RCG
Economics LLC in Las Vegas, has observed that Southern Nevada’s three major commercial markets – industrial, office and retail – are “moderately improving, although the overall numbers and
trends can be deceiving. Performance

can widely vary depending upon product
type and location. Prospective tenants
and investors analyze innumerable variables, including building age, construction type and infrastructure access when
making informed decisions.”
New commercial construction, Restrepo says, is mostly build-to-suit or tenant improvements of existing facilities.
Strip resorts, however, are undergoing
adaptive reuse and market repositioning,
including properties like Barbary Coast
and Echelon.

Healing
“The market is healing, but we are still
experiencing tight market conditions,” said
Dimitri Mihaloliakos, vice president of estimating for the Burke Construction Group,
Inc., in Las Vegas. “There are positive trends
as the work force is being absorbed by
emerging markets. Locally, we have experienced out of state corporations moving to
Nevada, especially now that the cost of land
and housing has been stabilized. We see inventory being absorbed quickly. We are now
October 2013
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experiencing an increased demand in housing, entertainment and repurposing of existing facilities.”
Over the last six months, executives at
Burke have noticed that available inventory is being absorbed quickly, “and we
are experiencing an increased demand in
multi-family,” says Mihaloliakos. “We have
been hired by our clients to construct buildto-suit product for their own use.” The fact
that the cost of the land has reached an affordable price point, and that the banks
have been easier to work with contributed
to the current stability in the market and,
“provides comfort to clients, where they are
willing to make investment decisions.”
For example Burke is currently building the VadaTech corporate headquarters
and manufacturing facility in Henderson.
This 3.5-acre facility will consist of over
70,000 sq. ft. of research and development
components, as well as cutting-edge manufacturing equipment. Set to be completed in
February 2014, the project is already two
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Rod Martin
Majestic Realty Co.

months ahead of schedule and is being constructed with the goal of obtaining LEED
Silver Level Certification.
Dick Rizzo, vice president of business
development for Tutor Perini Corp., sees
Nevada’s commercial market progressing “extremely slowly,” primarily because
financing has become “more difficult for
these developers, particularly gaming operators to acquire the ability to expand. It’s
certainly not the cost of the money. It’s the
access to it, and the terms and conditions associated with it, that I think are really the
major reasons.” Thus, players face the challenge of trying to convince the investment

community that Las Vegas is coming back
in the near term “to the point where they
want to start investing in it again.”
Rod Martin, senior vice president for
Majestic Realty Co. in Las Vegas, says
that larger big-box industrial commercial
real estate “is coming back, and we’ve
returned to ‘normal’ market conditions.”
Las Vegas “experienced an abnormal and
unprecedented growth trend for decades
leading to our near-collapse of 2009 to
2011,” he adds.
The market began to stabilize in 2012
and has been steadily improving since. Las
Vegas is lagging behind most other locales
nationally, Martin feels, where conditions
have already created an environment for
new big box industrial development.
Michael Russell, chief operating officer
for United Construction in Reno, reports
that the outlook for commercial real estate
in Northern Nevada remains, as it has been
for the past three or four years, “cautiously
optimistic.”

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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The industrial, Russell notes, is “starting
to slightly recover. Retail and office are still
flat; they never really rebounded from the
downturn.” The region has received some
good news in the industrial market, which
he says will lead the way back, “as it often
does in a recovery. Absorption is up, and so
our vacancy rate is down and our rents are
actually increasing in industrial. That will
mean that people will actually start doing
some investment on speculative product,
probably after next year.”
Russell feels that the trend in Northern
Nevada is positive. “It has been slightly improving in the last three or four years,” he
adds.

Market Segments
The various commercial segments are
progressing, or not, according to the dictates
of supply and demand.
Large build-to-suit industrial buildings
are a hot construction segment at the moment, Restrepo says, “especially anything
over 100,000 square feet. The challenge
lies in the lack of a sufficient number of
adequate sites in Southern Nevada to accommodate large users interested in coming into the market, or expanding if they’re
already here.” The scarcity of appropriately
sized parcels in the right location with adequate infrastructure “can act as a drag on
the region’s economic development efforts,
at least in the short- and mid-terms.”
The weakest market segments are suburban multi-tenant office and unanchored
retail centers, according to Restrepo. “However it all depends on project location and
market segment. The ownership structure
is important, too; whether the building is
owned by a private developer, public company or a bank.”
The segments that are still slow, according to Mihaloliakos, are big-box retail,
speculative office and public works. There
are, he notes, still large, empty retail boxes.
“We will not being seeing new power centers with two to three anchor tenants on
large parcels of land anytime soon. The
only exception to this will be The Shops at
Summerlin, which originally started when

Michael Russell
United Construction

the market was at its peak and the developer
previously invested a lot of money on the
infrastructure already.”
Smaller businesses are still struggling
with access to capital and slow accounts’
receivables, says Martin. “In my judgment,
the office segment isn’t as far along in its
recovery as industrial, and I think it will
be quite some time before new speculative
product is developed.”
Zappos having moved to downtown has
created “a vacuum, which is currently causing a lot of buying, selling and the improvement of all sorts of downtown facilities.
Most of the condominiums downtown have

already been absorbed, but there are always
new venues opening. There are also a lot of
older structures that are either being rehabilitated for a different use or demolished
to make room for newer structures,” said
Mihaloliakos.
Data centers are also hot right now, he
adds, especially in Southern Nevada’s favorable business climate. The state is also
seeing significant growth in healthcare and
the senior care market, whether in assisted
living centers, skilled care or senior housing. “Nevada is a prime state for continued
growth in this market, especially due to the
continued rise in baby boomers nationwide.
We believe Southern Nevada in general
will continue to appeal for retirees as their
permanent residence due to the climate, tax
structure, options for entertainment, and
now affordable housing,” said Mihaloliakos.
Healthcare and healthcare-related services will continue to be in demand in
Southern Nevada, Mihaloliakos forecasts.
“New hospital beds are currently being

inosaur
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added, and new health-care facilities are in
the beginning stages of development.”
Rizzo says his company is doing what
he believes to be the only vertical groundup construction occurring in the city, the
Marriott Grand Chateau time-share property just east of the Strip in Las Vegas. “It’s
been very low key; most people don’t even
know it’s happening. There are two 30-story towers there now, and we are building
one more on the back side of that.”

Dick Rizzo
Tutor Perini Corp.

There is at present very little ground-up
construction associated with casino/gaming
activities, Rizzo points out. “There seems
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to be some activity in the non-gaming end
of it. But all of what is going on right now
on the casino side of the house seems to be
more entertainment-driven, and not expansion of any kind of gaming activity.” Rizzo
says his firm is not that active anymore in
Northern Nevada, “and there is a reason for
that: the activity there is less than it is here,
and it’s more sporadic.”
The only ongoing building activity,
Martin says, is owner-builder or build-tosuit. Even with market conditions having
stabilized and improving, he feels it’s still
going to take another couple quarters before vacancy rates drop further, lease rates
increase to another 5 to 10 percent and the
demand for space remains at or above its
current level in order to see new speculative
development. “If the current trends continue
to pick up momentum, developers may start
evaluating new opportunities before year’s
end or early next year.”
Martin and his colleagues are seeing
increasing activity across size, submarkets
and industry-type spectrums. Activity is
brisk “in all sizes, but the smaller deals, less
than 25,000 square feet, are being finalized
more quickly than those in the larger sizes.”
Majestic’s product is concentrated in the
Southwest submarket ,which often caters
to supplying goods and service to the resort
corridor and companies seeking a central
Las Vegas location for local distribution.
“The activity is coming from both new
companies looking to open operations in
Las Vegas as well as relocations/expansions
from existing operations,” said Martin.
There is activity and, barring the unforeseen, it will continue across Nevada.
For a segment of the economy that has
been biding its time for so long, that is welcome news.

In Brief
The United States Small Business Administration (SBA) has partnered with Microsoft
to create an online course entitled Business
Technology Simplified. The course will help
teach the benefits of using technology to
improve and help grow business.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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New Tangible Property Regulations

Tax Deduction Opportunities and Potential Pitfalls

T

he new tangible property regulations from the IRS
are some of the most dramatic tax law changes to
affect businesses since the 1986 Internal Revenue
Code overhaul. These rules are complicated and
require immediate action from all businesses that
own tangible property, as they are effective now. Lack of action could mean lost opportunity to take advantage of these
rules to your favor.
The IRS created these new rules to provide clearer guidelines for how to treat repairs and improvements of a business’s
tangible property (equipment, buildings, etc.) for tax purposes.
The IRS’s intent is to resolve conflicts with taxpayers over which
expenditures related to tangible property are direct write-offs
versus those that must be capitalized and depreciated.
The rules provide “bright-line” tests and “safe-harbors”
intended to minimize confusion. However, there still may be
some confusion in instances. For example, where a repair to
tangible property that was treated as an immediate write off in
the past is now required to be capitalized and depreciated over
a period of time, and vice versa.

Complying with the new rules in order to see these tax savings opportunities will be burdensome. Most businesses will have
to modify internal processes that will require accounting method
changes. Here’s the kicker … these accounting method changes
cannot be done without requesting the change from the IRS.
This will force most businesses to file one or more applications
for an accounting method change (IRS Form 3115). In fact, we
anticipate that most business taxpayers will have to file multiple
3115s. What’s worse, not only will these taxpayers be required
to file for each accounting method change, a filing will also be
needed for each separate entity, or trade or business. For example,
an individual filing a Form 1040 that owns three rental properties
held in separate LLCs will be required to file three (or more) separate 3115s.
It does not matter what form a business operates under; a “C”
corporation, an “S” corporation, a partnership, an LLC, a sole proprietorship (Schedule C on individual return) or a rental (Schedule
E on individual return); these new rules and requirements apply.

Non-Compliance

A Silver Lining?
On the positive side, there could be potential write off opportunities, or tax savings, for businesses under these rules.
Business owners may be able to expense greater amounts for
certain repairs, materials and supplies than they had in the
past. For instance, some previously capitalized items may now
be considered “repairs” and thus deductible.
Items that had previously been capitalized may be eligible
under the new rules for a current write-off of the un-depreciated balance of the original cost. For example, an expenditure to
re-roof a building by adding new roof material over the existing roof could be considered a replacement of the original roof
“component” of the building. This would require capitalization
of the cost of the new roof and write-off of the un-depreciated
original cost of the “old” roof. The challenge here is identifying
the cost of the original roof; how many building owners know
the breakout of the cost of just the roof on a building they purchased or built years ago?
46
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Failure to follow these new rules could cause taxpayers to lose
current and future tax depreciation or the potential write-off of
previously capitalized expenditures. Simply put, filing all the required 3115 forms is critical for tax savings, and planning for these
changes is imperative.
We anticipate that the final version of these regulations (due
out later this year) will permit taxpayers to “pick and choose”
which accounting method changes to adopt in any of the tax years
2012, 2013 or 2014. Taxpayers will want to adopt those methods
first that provide the greatest write off, and defer to a later year
those method changes that result in taxable income increases.
It goes without saying that these new rules are extremely complicated. The unique circumstances of each business will need to
be analyzed to determine the best accounting methods that will
maximize tax savings.

Tanya LaCosse, CPA, shareholder with Johnson Jacobson
Wilcox CPAs.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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PROJECTS
Henderson, 89052
Hospital

Burke Construction has begun construction on the Seven Hills Behavioral Institute
Expansion project. Plans for the project
include the conversion of an existing one
story, 15,000 SF office building to an institutional occupancy building. Upgrades
will provide additional space for 36 new
inpatient psychiatric beds located within
two nursing units. The $3.9 million project
will include a 2,415 SF enclosed pedestrian
walkway to link the existing hospital to the
new expansion. The project is expected to
be complete by January of 2014. Chris Malicki of Stengel Hill Architecture serves as
architect of record. The property is located
at 3021 W. Horizon Ridge Parkway.

North Las Vegas, 89030
Office

Jaynes Corp. has completed a renovation for Derse Headquarters. The project
updated 133,400 SF of the 10-year old

building in order to create a combined
office and industrial space for the Milwaukee-based exhibit and event marketing
company. Renovations cost $945,000 to
complete. Lee & Sakahara served as the
architect of record. The property is located at 3200 E. Gowan Road, Suite 109-115.

roof, flooring and fixtures. KMD served
as the architect on record. The property is
located at 400 E. Stewart Avenue.

Boulder City
Other

Sempra U.S. Gas & Power is constructing Copper Mountain 3, a 250-megawatt
power plant. This third phase of the Copper Mountain Solar complex is expected
to be complete in early 2015 and will generate enough electricity to power about
80,000 homes. Upon completion, the
plant will be one of the biggest solar photovoltaic power plants in the world. The
property spans 1,400 acres in the Boulder
City desert.

Zappos.com

Las Vegas, 89101
Office

PENTA Building Group has completed
Zappos.com’s $43.5 million update to the
former City Hall building in downtown Las
Vegas. Renovations began in March 2012,
updating the 276,500 SF complex with
modern electrical and mechanical systems, as well as the installation of a new

SALES
Las Vegas, 89109
Office

Proview Series 26 LLC purchased
43,168 SF from Zions First National
Bank for $1,390,000 or $32 PSF. The
buyer was represented by Charles J.
Conors of Marcus & Millichap and the
seller was represented by Tim Erickson
and Tina D. Taylor of Marcus & Millichap. The property is located at 2235 E.
Flamingo Road.
APN# 162-23-503-006

Las Vegas, 89128
Office

JAM Properties International LLC purchased 29,482 SF from South Shore Professional Center LLC for $2,890,000 or $98
PSF. The buyer was represented by Jody
Wallace, Jr. of Exit Realty and the seller
was represented by Cathy Jones, CCIM
and Paul Miachika of Sun Commercial
48
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Real Estate, Inc. The property is located at
8440 W. Lake Mead Boulevard.
APN# 138-21-211-003

Las Vegas, 89130
Office

TIB, LLC purchased 3,714 SF from Zions
National Bank for $380,000 or $102 PSF.
The buyer was represented by Adam Malan of The Equity Group and the seller was
represented by C. Roger Jeffries III of Sun
Commercial Real Estate. The property is
located at 7435 w. Azure Drive, Suite 190.
APN# 125-27-114-013

Sparks, 89436
Office

Presbytery of Nevada Inc purchased
5,912 SF from First Independent Bank for
$950,000 or $161 PSF. The property is located at 4884 Sparks Boulevard.
APN# 516-470-03

Reno, 89502
Office

Northpointe Sierra Investments LLC
purchased 13,000 SF from Bre/Reno Property Owner LLC for $855,000 or $66 PSF.
The property is located at 1200 Financial
Boulevard.
APN# 012-401-25

Reno, 89511
Office

601 Sierra Rose LLC purchased 18,348 SF
from Branch Banking & Trust Co for $2.7
million or $147 PSF. The property is located
at 601 Sierra Rose Drive.
APN# 040-941-36

Sun Valley, 89433
Retail

Realty Income Trust 2 purchased 8,320
SF from Family Dollar Inc for $1,797,000
or $216 PSF. The property is located at 5330
Sun Valley Boulevard.
APN# 085-155-32

Reno, 89523
Retail

Sierra Field Services Inc. purchased
166,421 SF from Troy Cmbs Property LLC
for $4,000,000 or $24 PSF. The property is
located at 4855 Summit Ridge Drive.
APN# 400-040-07

Henderson, 89011
Industrial

JG & Partners LLC purchased 12,300 SF
from Brandon T Keith, Heather J Keith,
De Oro 123 for $865,000 or $70 PSF. The

buyer was represented by Peter Guzman
of Wardley Real Estate and the seller was
represented by Jarrad Katz, CCIM and
Galit Kimerling of MDL Group. The property is located at 611 Cape Horn Drive.
APN# 178-02-410-009

Henderson, 89074
Industrial

FR & Associates, LLC purchased 4,220 SF
from BR2 W Traverse II 9 LLC for $450,000
or $107 PSF. The seller was represented by
Dana Souter of Fortis Commercial Advisors. The property is located at 1050 Wigwam Parkway.
APN # 178-15-710-044

Las Vegas, 89122
Industrial

NGP Stephanie Property LLC purchased
4.74 acres from City National Bank for
$350,000 or $73,839 per acre. The buyer
was represented by Dean Willmore, SIOR
of Colliers International and the seller was
represented by Brian Riffel and Michael
Stuart of Colliers International. The property is located at 5450 Stephanie Street.
APN# 161-27-314-003

Las Vegas, 89121
Multi-Family

McCulloch Hall Properties, LLC purchased 128-units from CC Apartments,
LLC for $4,500,000 or $35,156 per unit.
The seller was represented by NAI Sauter Companies. The property was located at 3149 E. Desert Inn Road.
APN # 162-13-503-006

LEASES
Henderson, 89074
Office

Bernstein, Pokroy, & Lerhner Ltd. leased
5,247 SF from Parkway Medical LLC for
$928,090 on a 72-month lease. The tenant
was represented by Jarrad Katz, CCIM of
MDL Group and the landlord was represented by Barton Hyde and Brandon McCool of Avison Young. The property is located at 100 N. Green Valley Parkway, Suites
310-320. Reported monthly rent is $2.46 PSF.

Henderson, 89074
Office

JSA Healthcare Nevada leased 4,746 SF
from CW Capital Asset Management for
$330,891 on five-year lease. The tenant
was represented by Dan Palmeri, CCIM,
SIOR and Mike Dunn, CCIM, SIOR of
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Cushman & Wakefield-Commerce and
the landlord was represented by Randy
Broadhead, SIOR of CB Richard Ellis’.
The property was located at 9077 S. Pecos
Road, Suite 3800. Reported monthly rent
is $1.16 PSF.

International. The property is located at
2200 S. Rancho Drive, Suites 210 and 220.
Reported monthly rent is $2.01 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89102
Office

Cooksey, Toolen, Gage, Duffy & Woog
leased 6,216 SF from Crescent Real Estate
Equities LP for $597,537 on a 39-month
lease. The tenant was represented by Jarrad Katz and Galit Kimerling of MDL
Group. The property is located at 3930
Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 200. Reported monthly rent is $2.46 PSF.

The State of Nevada Public Works Division leased 17,040 SF from Sahara Rancho
Office Center LLC for $4,110,048 on a 10year lease. The landlord was represented
by Chris Connell, CCIM, SIOR of Colliers

Las Vegas, 89169
Office

Henderson, 89052
Retail

Golden Route Operations LLC leased
6,800 SF from Half Shell Entertainment Group Inc. for $1,617,804 on a
ten-year lease. The landlord was represented by Scot Marker of Colliers
International. The property is located
at 10430 S. Eastern Avenue. Reported
monthly rent is $1.98 PSF.

North Las Vegas, 89103
Industrial

TheLaundryList.com leased 10,280 SF
from Venture Point LLC for $157,110 on
a 38-month lease. The tenant was represented by Chris Lexis and Joe Leavitt
of Avison Young and the landlord was
represented by Leo Biedermann of
Cushman & Wakefield-Commerce.
The property is located at 6250 Tropical
Parkway. Reported monthly rent is $0.40
PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Industrial

Allied Wire & Cable Inc. leased 12,555
SF from EJM Spencer Helm Property
LLC for $247,902 on a 37-month lease.
The landlord was represented by Dan
Doherty, SIOR and Chris Lane of
Colliers International. The property
is located at 1650 Helm Drive, Suite
1200. Reported monthly rent is $0.53
PSF.

Las Vegas, 89115
Industrial

Advanced Wheel Sales LLC leased
31,500 SF from Natomas Creek Nevada LLC for $587,998 on a 64-month
lease. The tenant was represented by
Zac Zaher of Voit Real Estate and
the landlord was represented by Dean
Willmore, SIOR and Eric Molfetta of
Colliers International. The property
is located at 3030 N. Lamb Boulevard,
Suite 106. Reported monthly rent is
$0.29 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89120
Industrial

Special Dispatch of California leased
39,929 SF from KTR LV III LLC for
$1,278,522 on a 64-month lease. The
tenant was represented by Gabe Telles
and Dan Doherty, SIOR of Colliers
International and the landlord was
represented by Spencer Pinter and
Jerry Doty of Colliers International. The
property is located at 3755 E. Post Road,
Suites 140 and 150. Reported monthly
rent is $0.50 PSF.
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L U N C H E O N

CELEBRATE THE
BEST OF BUSINESS
TRAILBLAZERS INNOVATORS PACESETTERS
GROUNDBREAKERS CULTIVATORS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10 | PARIS LAS VEGAS
11:30 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
$55: MEMBERS
$70: NON-MEMBERS
$550: TABLE OF 10
TO RESERVE YOUR TICKETS OR TABLE, VISIT LVCHAMBER.COM OR CALL 702.641.5822

EXCLUSIVELY SPONSORED BY:

Commercial RE Report | Retail

Retail
Summary
Second Quarter 2013
Southern Nevada
The retail market continued to report stabilizing conditions in the second quarter of
2013 as vacancies improved. The vacancy rate
fell to 9.8 percent during the second quarter,
down 30 basis points from the prior quarter.
Compared to a year ago, the rate reported a
more substantial decline of 90 basis points.
The second phase of Desert Marketplace was
the only project to complete construction during the quarter. With approximately 11,600
square feet of partially pre-leased inline
space, the completion brought total inventory
to 52.0 million.
The retail sector reported approximately
145,800 square feet of positive net absorption
during the quarter, an improvement from the
negative 44,000 square feet witnessed in the
first quarter of the year. Conn’s HomePlus
(50,200 square feet) and Epic Stores (22,500
square feet) signed leases for space in Tropicana Centre, while Gameworks will soon be
moving into a 37,000-square-foot space in
Town Square. In addition, Stein Mart signed
a lease for the 30,900-square-foot space formerly occupied by Office Depot in the Best
in the West power center, while Office Depot
moved to the 18,600-square-foot former Paddock Pools within the same center.
Four anchored retail projects totaling 1.8
million square feet were under construction
by the end of the second quarter. The 1.5
million-square-foot Shops at Summerlin is
now reportedly moving forward after stalling in the second quarter of 2009. Tivoli Village is also reportedly moving forward on
its 300,000-square-foot second-phase addition, while Flemings is making progress on
a 7,000-square-foot location at Town Square.
Another 7,500 square feet of pad space consisting of a Wahoo’s Fish Taco and Pacific
Dental is under construction at Green Valley
Crossing. Approximately 3 million square
feet remain in the planning stages throughout
the Valley.
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Northern Nevada
The Reno/Sparks retail market showed
some strengthening during the 2nd quarter
of 2013. During the quarter, the vacancy
rate decreased slightly, and the area had a
modest net absorption of 104,226 square
feet. With this net absorption, the market
continues to move in the right direction,
albeit slowly. Looking at the last few quarters, it appears that the market vacancy
peaked in the 2nd quarter of 2012.
Much of the positive net absorption during the quarter can be attributed to three
large tenants moving in. During the quarter,
there were 33 businesses moving into shopping centers consisting of 188,766 square
feet while during the same period, 40
businesses moved out consisting of 97,275
square feet.
Several new tenants opened during the
quarter including Fallas Paredes in the Sierra Town Center, Big Lots and Grocery
Outlet in the North Valley’s Shopping
Center. During the quarter, tenants that
vacated their space included Yellow House
Furniture Consignment from the Coliseum
Meadows, Little Angels Ark Day Care
from Sierra Meadows and Mad Hatter from
the Kohl’s Spanish Springs shopping area.
The line shop vacancy rate has increased
to 23.42 percent this quarter from 23.10 percent last quarter. The anchor vacancy rate
dropped to 13.52 percent this quarter from
14.95 percent last quarter. This is the lowest anchor vacancy quarter rate since the
third quarter in 2010. The overall vacancy
rate is 17.54 percent, which is noticeably
lower compared to the record high from a
year ago of 18.84 percent. As the market
stabilizes and the vacancy rates continue to
decrease, it is incrementally taking a little
pressure off of landlords. However, with
a continuation of high vacancy rates in the
market, it remains a good market for tenants to find deals.
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Business Indicators | Trends

R

evised estimates for second quarter 2013 show U.S. real gross
domestic product increasing at
an annualized rate of 2.5 percent, an improvement over the
1.7 percent growth first reported.
Federal government spending made negative
contributions. Personal consumption expenditures, private inventory investment, business
fixed investment, residential investment and
state and local government spending all made
positive contributions. U.S. nonfarm employment experienced moderate gains for August,
adding 169,000 jobs over July. The unemployment rate fell from 7.4 percent to 7.3 percent.
Housing starts were up substantially yearover-year, and housing prices continued to
rise. Auto/truck sales and retail sales were
also up year-over-year. The Federal Reserve
System’s Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey
indicates that credit may finally be loosening.
The Nevada economy evidenced mixed
signals for the most recent data. Seasonally
adjusted, statewide employment decreased
by 10,200 (0.9 percent) jobs from June to
July, but it was up 1.3 percent year-over-year.
Taxable sales continued to show growth, up
1.2 percent from last year. Total air passengers were up 1.7 percent over the same time
period. Gaming revenue was down 4.8 percent
from June 2012.
For Clark County, seasonally adjusted
employment fell from June to July by 3,900
jobs but was still up 1.7 percent year-overyear. The Las Vegas unemployment rate fell
from 9.7 percent to 9.4 percent, the result of
a shrinking labor force. Total passengers at
McCarran Airport were up 1.8 percent from a
year earlier. June visitor volume was down 2.8
percent from a year ago. Gaming revenue was
4.8 percent lower in June than a year earlier.
Clark County’s taxable sales for June were 0.3
percent below those from a year earlier.
The most recent data show mixed signals
for Washoe County as well. Seasonally adjusted, Reno-Sparks’ employment decreased
by 1,000 (0.5 percent) jobs from June to July.
Total employment is down from a year ago,
by 0.2 percent. The seasonally adjusted Reno-Sparks’ unemployment rate fell from 9.5
percent to 9.3 percent. Compared to a year
earlier, June visitor volume was up 3.6 percent. Total air passengers were up 1.1 percent
over the same time period. Gaming revenues
for June were down 2.4 percent from a year
earlier.
The U.S. economy experienced a slight
pickup in growth for second quarter 2013.
Consumer spending and most measures of
the housing market are showing continued
improvement. A weak national economy is affecting Nevada in the form of slowing growth
in tourism.
Ryan T. Kennelly, Economic Analyst
UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research

DATA

Nevada

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2013M07

000s, SA

1,154.1

1,164.3

1,138.8

-0.9%

1.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M07

%, SA

9.5

9.6

11.2

-0.1%

-1.7%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M06

$billion

3.962

3.938

3.916

0.6%

1.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M06

$million

792.50

897.23

832.52

-11.7%

-4.8%

Down from Year Ago

Passengers

2013M06

million persons

4.032

4.106

3.965

-1.8%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M06

million gallons

93.98

94.36

95.57

-0.4%

-1.7%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M03

million persons

4.524

3.845

4.516

17.7%

0.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2013M07

000s, SA

836.6

840.5

823.0

-0.5%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M07

%, Smoothed SA

9.4

9.7

11.2

-0.3%

-1.8%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M06

$billion

2.847

2.842

2.855

0.2%

-0.3%

Down from Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M06

$million

673.64

722.63

707.31

-6.8%

-4.8%

Down from Year Ago

Residential Permits

2013M07

units permitted

535

1,265

568

-57.7%

-5.8%

Down from Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2013M07

permits

33

27

22

22.2%

50.0%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M06

million persons

3.652

3.758

3.589

-2.8%

1.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M06

million gallons

63.93

64.77

64.50

-1.3%

-0.9%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M06

million persons

3.627

3.722

3.731

-2.5%

-2.8%

Down from Year Ago

Clark County

Washoe County
Employment **

2013M07

000s, SA

189.4

190.4

189.8

-0.5%

-0.2%

Down from Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M07

%, Smoothed SA

9.3

9.5

10.9

-0.2%

-1.6%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M06

$billion

0.527

0.501

0.497

5.2%

6.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M06

$million

65.21

66.99

66.78

-2.7%

-2.4%

Down from Year Ago

Residential Permits

2013M07

units permitted

102

211

100

-51.7%

2.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2013M07

permits

26

10

9

160.0%

188.9%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M06

million persons

0.329

0.295

0.325

11.3%

1.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M06

million gallons

14.08

14.26

14.58

-1.2%

-3.4%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M06

million persons

0.464

0.409

0.448

13.3%

3.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2013M08

million, SA

136.133

135.964

133.927

0.1%

1.6%

Slow Growth

Unemployment Rate

2013M08

%, SA

7.3

7.4

8.1

-0.1%

-0.8%

Reduced

Consumer Price Index

2013M07

82-84=100, SA

233.3

232.9

228.8

0.2%

2.0%

Up Moderately

Core CPI

2013M07

82-84=100, SA

234.0

233.6

230.1

0.2%

1.7%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2013Q2

89.06=100, SA

118.0

117.3

115.8

0.6%

1.9%

Up Moderately

Productivity Index

2013Q2

2005=100, SA

105.7

105.2

105.0

0.5%

0.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Retail Sales Growth

2013M07

$billion, SA

425.7

423.8

402.6

0.4%

5.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2013M07

million, SA

15.74

15.83

14.16

-0.6%

11.1%

Up Strongly

Housing Starts

2013M07

million, SA

0.896

0.846

0.741

5.9%

20.9%

Up Strongly

Real GDP Growth***

2013Q2

2009$billion, SA

15,681.0

15,583.9

15,427.7

2.5%

1.6%

Slow Growth

U.S. Dollar

2013M08

97.01=100

102.080

102.193

100.817

-0.1%

1.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Trade Balance

2013M07

$billion, SA

-39.147

-34.543

-43.451

13.3%

-9.9%

Year-Over-Year Deficit
Decrease

S and P 500

2013M08

monthly close

1,632.97

1685.73

1406.58

-3.1%

16.1%

Up Strongly

Real Short-term Rates*

2013M07

%, NSA

-3.06

-2.95

-2.90

-0.11%

-0.16%

Relatively Constant

Treasury Yield Spread

2013M07

%, NSA

2.54

2.25

1.43

0.29%

1.11%

Recent Increase

United States

*Change in percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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The Last Word

People

Is Nevada’s Recession Over?
“Yes. The pendulum is swinging back
in a positive direction. Get ready...
good things are happening now and
it’s about to get fun again!”

Mike Mixer • Managing Partner, Colliers International – Las Vegas

“We see promising signs that the
recession is over and the economy is on a
sustainable upswing. Certainly, there are
challenges that remain, but our clients are
experiencing growth in their businesses,
which translates to higher loan demand.
Our outlook for the short term is positive.”

Dianne Weeks • Vice President, Wells Fargo Southern Nevada Business Banking Group

“From the commercial real estate standpoint
it would appear that the ‘Great Recession’ for
Southern Nevada has past, though still recent
enough to hopefully mitigate “exuberant
expectations” that we saw in the past. While
rising interest rates can certainly impact our
industry, only consistent growth for a period
of time within the entertainment/hospitality,
residential and broader diversified business
industries will lay the property foundation
for sustained new development.”
John Ramous • Vice President of Operations, Harsch Investment Properties
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“At Park Place Infiniti, we are seeing car
sales on the rise with some new models
selling just hours after arriving at the
dealership. To me, this means that people
are regaining confidence in the economy
and the recession may be nearing an end.”

Joe Tortomasi • General Manager, Park Place Infiniti

“Yes, we have certainly turned the corner.
The environment is optimistic but very
cautious.”

John Solari • Managing Partner, J. A. Solari & Partners

“It appears that we are in a recovery phase
form the economic downtown of the past.
So, while we haven’t fully recovered, we
are moving in the right direction. A full
recovery would require real estate values
return to 2007 numbers, and about 5
percent unemployment. It’s questionable
if we will anytime soon have either one of
those occur. But, there has been massive
investments in Southern Nevada Real Estate
over the last two years.”
Tedd Rosenstein, MS, CCIM • 2013 President, Commercial Alliance Las Vegas (CALV)
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Get closer to
your career goals,
close to home.
Your next big move could be right here in Las Vegas. At University of Phoenix, we
shape our curriculum around the skills employers are actively seeking, so your
studies can prepare you for a brighter future. Get started at our local campus and
see how far you can go.

Visit phoenix.edu/lasvegas
or call us at 702.638.7279.

Las Vegas Campus: 3755 Breakthrough Way, Las Vegas, NV 89135.
© 2013 University of Phoenix, Inc. All rights reserved. | REG-02584

When it comes to Nevada business, we provide much
more than just banking products. With tools like
NevadaSmallBusiness.com, interactive webinars, and
Business Center teams that can help you plan, grow and
succeed—we are a resource for everything business. It’s
our goal to see Nevada businesses thrive. Because we’re
a Nevada business, too. Bring your banking home.

53 years in Nevada I 50 branches statewide
nsbank.com I 855.580.NVSB

Stay on top of today’s business trends with news, guidance, and interactive webinars at NevadaSmallBusiness.com.

*Loans subject to credit approval, restrictions apply.

MEMBER FDIC

